El camino diesel brothers

Live Now. Explore the All-New. Please sign in with your TV provider to watch this episode and
other great programs. Watch Now. Diesel Brothers. The Muscle brings in a battered El Camino
that may be too big of a job. Available Full Episodes. Recipe for Disaster. Dennis convinces a
friend to partner up on his cherished '67 Chevy Chevelle. Highway to Sell. Saved By the Bel Air.
Dennis deals his way behind the wheel of a rare '55 Chevy Bel Air. Golf and Lotus. Salvage
Hunters: Classic Cars. Mini and Porsche. Paul and Drew both love a s Mini, but have different
opinions on the color. A Porsche catches their eye, but needs a lot of work after spending time
in storage. Jag and Merc. To Drew and Paul's surprise, a Jaguar Mark 2 is unusually rust free,
though the interior needs a lot of work. The owner of a s Mercedes SLC doesn't have the time to
give it the attention in deserves. Drew has a soft spot for the Ford Capri, so the boys track down
a car in Staffordshire that needs body and interior work. Paul has some radical ideas to
transform a rare Lancia Delta Integrale that is already in good condition. The guys have different
ideas about what to do with a '70s Volkswagen Type 3 Fastback they found in Somerset. Paul
thinks a Rover P6 has potential, but Drew is worried about quality issues with British Leyland
cars of that era. The boys have different visions for a rare '60s MGC that turns up in Hampshire.
In Dorset, they fall for a '80s BMW coupe that's been sitting for 15 years, but the bill for parts
soon starts causing headaches. The boys visit Potters Bar and the largest private collection in
the country to look at a charming Morris Traveller. In Surrey, a Maserati Ghibli grabs Drew's
attention, but has Paul worrying more about breakdowns than makeovers. The Gallic charm of a
Renault 4 has Paul and Drew grinning ear to ear, though restoring its interior will require some
serious detective work. Paul also has his hands full restoring a modified Jaguar XJS to its
original state. Black Widow. Father and son battle each other creating a Black Widow-themed
motorcycle. American Chopper. Black Widow 2. Race Car 1. Sparks fly a Paul Jr. Meet the
Teutuls. How did the Teutuls end up as TV stars, and where did their story leave off when
American Chopper stopped filming? We bring you up to speed on Senior, Junior and Mikey's
roles in the family business. American Chopper: Behind the Bike. Best Builds. The Teutuls
catapulted to fame with the introduction of the "theme bike" to television in Here's five of their
best, most innovative choppers. Family Bonding. It was the best of times golf with Bill Murray!
Relive some of the Teutuls' best examples of family bonding -- the good, the bad and the ugly.
We've highlighted the actors starring in multiple movies and shows nominated for Golden
Globes in Watch the video. See the full gallery. Search for " Hell Camino " on Amazon. Title: Hell
Camino 18 Jan When The Muscle buys a battered El Camino to fix and flip, it might be too big a
job for even the Dieselsellerz team to transform it. Heavy D and Diesel Dave find their next
giveaway truck- a Ford F that's a perfect platform for pure power. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of
the new version of this page. Keep track of everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and
Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites. Company Credits. Technical Specs. Plot Summary. Plot
Keywords. Parents Guide. External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews.
Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. Diesel
Brothers â€”. Rate This. Season 1 Episode 3. All Episodes Heavy D and Diesel Dave find their
next giveaway truck Director: Eric G. Added to Watchlist. Related Items. Use the HTML below.
You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin. Photos Add Image Add an image
Do you have any images for this title? Edit Cast Episode credited cast: Diesel Dave Self Heavy D
Self Muscle Edit Storyline When The Muscle buys a battered El Camino to fix and flip, it might
be too big a job for even the Dieselsellerz team to transform it. Genres: Reality-TV. Certificate:
TV Add the first question. Language: English. Runtime: 42 min. Color: Color. Edit page. Clear
your history. The show has been an absolute hit on Discovery. So much so that the cable
channel has extended its order for the freshman series, which centers on tricked-out extreme
diesel trucks. The show follows Heavy D, Diesel Dave and the team at Dieselsellerz as they build
big, bad trucks, pull elaborate pranks and push the limits with new stunts. Tonight, the team
works on an El Camino project for the Muscle. And boy is it a beauty! Aiden's been an
entertainment freelancer for over 10 years covering movies, television and the occasional comic
or video game beat. If it's anything Shawshank Redemption, Seinfeld, or Kevin Bacon game
related he's way more interested. You must be logged in to post a comment. Diesel Brothers.
Prev Article Next Article. About The Author Aiden Mason More from this Author Aiden's been an
entertainment freelancer for over 10 years covering movies, television and the occasional comic
or video game beat. Related Posts. Add Comment Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a
comment. American Gods: Conscience of the King. What Movies Get Wrong about Chloroform.
What Happened at the Anime Awards? Who Voices Who in Kingdom Hearts 3? When The
Discovery Channel first debuted in , the programming focus was on rather dry, yet educational
science documentaries. With so much cable competition, Discovery now just focuses on
providing a thrill ride of entertainment while slipping in a little science here and there when it
can. The show has a two-part focusâ€”they find trucks to rebuild and give them away, but they

also run a business. These are huge monster machines with roaring engines that would scare a
senior driver off the road if they saw it coming up behind them in the rearview mirror. This
series became a huge hit for Discovery as it appeals to anyone who is into trucks, mechanics,
engineering or just driving a cool truck to pick up attractive ladies. There is a lot to learn about
the show and the popular truck restoration business behind it. In their videos, the Diesel
Brothers get down and dirty to show what makes an engine tick. Yes, the truck giveaways are
not a con or hoax, but you have to enter the official sweepstakes to win. Simply hitting them up
on Facebook or Twitter will not help you get the diesel truck of your dreams. Still, folks
constantly contact the producers, the stars and the network hoping to score a win. Josh Stuart
looks young, but by the time he met first Dave and then Heavy D, he was already an experienced
businessman. Josh also puts the brakes on when the pranks seem to be going off the rails and
keeps the crew in line. If you want to know how Red Beard keeps his facial hair looking so great,
you can go online to their merchandise page. The stars are hands on with the projects both on
and off the set, turning wrecks into stunningly powerful diesel machines. Rather than
presenting scientific facts in a slow ponderous PBS type documentary style, Diesel Brothers
sneaks in the science lessons on the history of diesel engines and what not to do when working
on your truck in between the witty banter and funny hijinks. They include enough graphics and
diagrams to make it a teachable moment without subjecting the viewers to minutiae overload.
You must be logged in to post a comment. Diesel Brothers. They Really Do Give Away Trucks
Yes, the truck giveaways are not a con or hoax, but you have to enter the official sweepstakes
to win. You Can Learn a Lot of Mechanical Science By Watching Rather than presenting
scientific facts in a slow ponderous PBS type documentary style, Diesel Brothers sneaks in the
science lessons on the history of diesel engines and what not to do when working on your truck
in between the witty banter and funny hijinks. Prev Article Next Article. Related Posts. Add
Comment Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. What Movies Get Wrong
about Chloroform. What Happened at the Anime Awards? Who Voices Who in Kingdom Hearts
3? Trucked Out with insider facts and extra scenes -- Heavy D's plan to turn a
Cummins-swapped Blazer into an off-road showpiece with a matching trailer falls apart. Later,
Sam builds the world's most dangerous mini bike. Trucked Out with insider facts and extra
scenes -- the Diesel Brothers finish their diesel-powered party on wheels project. Trucked Out
with insider facts and extra scenes -- Heavy D puts the petal to the metal on his next SEMA
build: a 6x6 with a custom full-track assembly that can handle all kinds of terrain. Meanwhile,
Diesel Dave puts the finishing touches on his El Camino. Trucked Out with insider facts and
extra scenes -- Heavy D begins converting a Vietnam-era bridge boat into the world's first-ever
diesel-powered surf boat. Home Shows Diesel Brothers Episodes. Diesel Brothers Episodes.
Season 2 Season 3. Season 2, Episode 15 Diesel Brothers Take on the World Trucked Out with
insider facts and extra scenes -- Heavy D's plan to turn a Cummins-swapped Blazer into an
off-road showpiece with a matching trailer falls apart. Season 2, Episode 16 Blazer of Glory
Trucked Out with insider facts and extra scenes -- the Diesel Brothers finish their
diesel-powered party on wheels project. Season 2, Episode 17 Don't Tread on Diesel Trucked
Out with insider facts and extra scenes -- Heavy D puts the petal to the metal on his next SEMA
build: a 6x6 with a custom full-track assembly that can handle all kinds of terrain. Season 2,
Episode 18 Detroit Diesel Brothers Trucked Out with insider facts and extra scenes -- Heavy D
begins converting a Vietnam-era bridge boat into the world's first-ever diesel-powered surf boat.
Ob am Ende aber alles so klappt, wie sich die Auto-Cracks das vorstellen, bleibt abzuwarten.
Doch damit ist die Arbeit noch nicht getan. Der Opa-Look muss weg! Die Arbeiten treffen genau
seinen Geschmack, deshalb sollen die Jungs jetzt auch seinen Wagen auf Vordermann bringen.
Dabei legen die Jungs einen klassischen Homerun hin. Da kommen die Extraeinnahmen, die
das Duo mit einem alten Flugzeugenteiser erzielt, gerade recht. Von wegen fixe Idee! Aber so
ein gewagtes Unternehmen will gut geplant sein. Bei dem Event will die Truppe obendrein ein
Truck verlosen und beim neuen Sattelschlepper gibt es ein Problem mit der Vorderachslenkung.
Sprich: In der Werkstatt wartet jede Menge Arbeit. Bringen die "Diesel Brothers" alle Projekte
unter einen Hut? Eine Goldgrube oder ein Fass ohne Boden? Hat die Kurbelwelle beim Unfall
auch etwas abbekommen? Das Duo will herausfinden, ob sich eine Reparatur finanziell lohnt.
Der Mechanik-Experte konstruiert ein Fahrrad mit Dieselantrieb. Beide Teams sind schon einmal
mit umgebauten Fahrzeugen vom Schrottplatz gegeneinander angetreten. Showdown auf dem
Wendover Air Field in Utah! Dann holt sich Tanner Godfrey den Weltrekordtitel wieder. Damit
erzeugt das Schiff eine amtliche Heckwelle. Das Zusatzgewicht wird mit einem Turbolader
kompensiert. Your browser is out of date. Please update your browser for more security, speed
and the best comfort on this page. Das Tonnen-Monster Von wegen fixe Idee! Stress mit dem
Camper Hat die Kurbelwelle beim Unfall auch etwas abbekommen? Der Custom-Raptor R.
Lamborghini vs. E-Minibike Dollar sind eine Menge Geld. Mondays will be Trucking Huge! All of

your favorites are back! Heavy D, Diesel Dave, The Muscle and the rest of the DieselSellerz crew
are together again bringing audiences behind the scenes of their epic one-of-a-kind truck builds
and an event viewers will have to see to believe. In addition to watching the series on Discovery,
viewers can check out new episodes each week by downloading the Discovery GO app. Home
Shows Diesel Brothers. By: Ashley McNertney. Facebook Twitter Pinterest Email. Here are a few
things to look forward to:. The dream team at DieselSellerz will attempt to build their first ever
diesel-powered boat, their first electric drag-bike, and their very first mega-truck. The jumps are
higher on Dirty Mudder Truckers: The newly designed split track sends the drivers down two
separate long-jumps before heading into a high-speed straight away barreling towards each
other, finishing out with a final jump into a giant pit of mud. Drivers who thought The Pit was
tough last season are in for one high-flying muddy surprise. Diesel Brothers. Street Outlaws:
Memphis is Back! Here's a full rundown of the teams, drivers, and their cars. Live Now. Explore
the All-New. Please sign in with your TV provider to watch this episode and other great
programs. Watch Now. Diesel Brothers. Now Departing: Diesel Air. Heavy D buys a busted rock
crawler and tries to turn it into a quick flip. Available Full Episodes. A Tank, an Eagle and a Brat.
The guys continue work on the tank and have an Eagle vs. Brat build-off. Brat vs. The Diesel
Brothers work on their rival builds for an off-road race. Monster Jam: Breaking World Records.
Chris Jacobs and the Diesel Brothers host as drivers attempt world records. Dredgers brave the
frigid Alaskan waters hoping to strike gold. Bering Sea Gold. One Bad Deal. A rainy day leads to
trouble when Shawn gets hurt in a bar fight. Sunny weather brings all dredges out to sea, but
conflicts quickly arise. The Land Giveths and Takeths. The Browns complete the main house
before a massive wildfire strikes. Alaskan Bush People. Faith and Fury. A wildfire rages on
Palmer Mountain, threatening the Browns livelihoods. Back to the Future. The Browns film their
locked-down lives on the mountain before the fire. Dual Survival. Tracking Lions. Attack of the
Elephants. Flippin' the Bird. The guys have seven days to raise their '67 Firebird from the ashes.
Fast N' Loud. Tom Takes Over. Fanning the Favorites. Orange You Glad. Problems arise
immediately when the garage works on a GMC Truck. Misfit Garage. For Episode Three, the
giveaway truck is a massive Ford F equipped with a common-rail Cummins and Allison
transmission. The plans come together for the pair of vehicles. The F will have its flatbed turned
into a long bed, with an extra set of doors to make it a six-door. The 2WD drivetrain will be
swapped for a 4WD, and the axles will be replaced with military-grade ones. Finally, the driveline
will be beefed up to handle everything. Meanwhile, the El Camino will receive a horsepower LB7
Duramax motor, a one-ton 4WD truck drivetrain, and inch tires to make it the most badass El
Camino that ever lived. With everything installed, the team runs into a hiccup once the tires on
the front axle refuse to spin. Until next timeâ€¦. The F is coming together, but not fast enough to
squeeze into Episode Three. Guess it's Episode Four when we'll see the finished product. But
things are better for the El Camino. The muscle car has its body separated from the frame, and
the frame receives an abrasive treatment as rusted, busted pieces are hacked off to make way
for the drivetrain. The donor truck, an old Chevy truck, is brought in from the backlot. With the
bottom half the car looking killer, the body is dropped on top and we can really see what The
Muscle was thinking. With the body back on the frame, the vision for the El Camino is coming to
life. The motor and transmi
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ssion are hauled in for a test fitment, and measurements are taken on where the mounts will go
to hold it all in place. The team runs into an issue when the ECU refuses to let the engine start
up, but Heavy D comes to the rescue and sorts everything out. We will safeguard your e-mail
and only send content you request. We promise not to use your email address for anything but
exclusive updates from the Power Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising. Diesels
Around The World: Volkswagen. All Projects Project DeadSpool. The El Camino looks
promising, but looks can be deceiving. The rendering for the El Camino looks nothing short of
brilliant. Latest News. Buyer Guides. Car Features. More Stories. Enlist in the Diesel Army
newsletter. Subscribe Now. Diesel Army. We'll send you the most exciting Diesel articles, news,
truck features, and videos every week. We think you might like Diesel Army Thank you for your
subscription. No thanks. Off road, Jeeps, 4x4s. Engine Tech. Drag Racing.

